Longtime City Resident Dies; Three Survive

Funeral service for Mr. Caroll, a director of the Bank of America in Iowa City, was held at 5 p.m. yesterday at St. Anthony's Church. The Rev. J. T. Conner, of St. Anthony's Church, made the sermon. Burial was at the St. Anthony's Cemetery.

The vice president of the bank, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Conner, were present at the funeral.

Jones to Give First Sermon

The Rev. T. J. Jones, who was recently ordained as a deacon, will deliver his first sermon at the 3 p.m. service. The subject of his sermon will be The Second Century of the Church.

Sponsors of the event are the Rev. T. J. Jones, Dr. W. M. Merriam, and Rev. J. T. Conner.
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DOMBY'S SALE NOW ON!

for a limited time only

$9.99

3 electric outlets will be installed in one residence or apartments for just $9.99

Slightly higher when purchased at $1.00

down, balance monthly . . . more than three outlets at same rate . . . telephone in your order soon.

E V E R Y home needs more convenience outlets.

And that's why the electrical contractors listed below are making this bargain offer at this time.

ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS' ASSN.

Hartman Electric

N. Shoreline Electric Co.

W. M. Parmelee

Reliable Electric Co.

W. P. Russell

3 electric outlets will be installed in one residence or apartments for just $9.99

Slightly higher when purchased at $1.00
down, balance monthly . . . more than three outlets at same rate . . . telephone in your order soon.

E V E R Y home needs more convenience outlets.

And that's why the electrical contractors listed below are making this bargain offer at this time.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT • they're bride and groom.

But it was just for the freshman-sophomore wedding at Converse College (Spartanburg, S.C.). Mary Hope (above) was the bride and Martha Moore was the groom.

MUSIC POLL • Students at the College of William and Mary (Williamsburg, Va.) cast their ballots for their favorite symphony selections in preparation for a concert on their campus by the Richmond Symphony Orchestra.

SHANE LESLIE, Irish author and Swift authority, has joined the faculty of Notre Dame University (Ind.) to teach English.

BEAUTY SPONSORS • A Howard College (Brounagh, A.) take-off on beauty contest.

HOLD YOUR HORSES • These Swimming College Gearies—"N.Y.'s homewomen and players of musical chairs in part general store action—"..."
BELIEVE IT OR NOT • they're bride and groom. But it was just for the freshman-sophomore wedding at Converse College ( Spartanburg, S.C.). Mary Hope (above) was the bride and Martha Moore was the groom.

SHANE LESLIE, Irish duchess and opera authority, has joined the faculty of Notre Dame University (Ind.) to teach English.

HOAR M. SMITH, JR., '36—"Math" Student. When you realize that you are running out of energy, just remember this advice from one who knows—Howard Smith, who is taking a heavy mathematics course: "When I light a Camel," he says, "it refreshes me and promotes alertness. Most of the college fellows I know are Camel smokers. They like that "lift" they get from Camels, and also agree with me that you can smoke Camels all you want and they never upset your nervous system."

LEAF-TOBACCO EXPERTS AGREE: Cigars are made from Hand-picked tobacco. Turkish and oriental—other popular brands.

FOR YOUR PLEASURE! TUNE IN ON THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN featuring WALTER O'KEEFE ANNETTE HANSHAW GLEN GRAYS CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA THURSDAY 7:00 P.M. E.S.T. 9:00 P.M. M.S.T. THURSDAY 7:00 P.M. E.S.T. 9:00 P.M. M.S.T. OVER COAST-TO-COAST WLIBUORK NETWORK CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
CO-ED MODEL • Jean Cristwell has been chosen to model the covers for the Ski-U-Mah, University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) humor magazine. She's a Delta Delta Delta.

SEEN DOUBTS? • It's just a com ­ posograph of Jim and Bob Hamilton, University of Wichita (Kan.) twins, with Kathy Emery in the center.

CEREBRISPVOST • Phil Mi. Eddy, of Duquesne College (Pittsburgh), uses micro-photography to aid in solving crimes.

ANOTHER DATE BUREAU • And the students of Woodbury College (Los Angeles) claim that it is a big success. Marcella Force, Woodbury's champion dancer, is first in line.

LEFT

SEEN 'DOUBLE?' • It's just a com­posograph of Jim and Bob Hamilton, University of Wichita (Kan.) twins, with Kathy Emery in the center.

RIGHT

CRIMINOLOGIST • Phil Mi. Eddy, of Duquesne College (Pittsburgh), uses microphotography to aid in solving crimes.
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REVIVE ANCIENT ART • Vesper College (Spokane, N.Y.) students are learning candle and, carving on this 150-year-old scissor pane.

RIGHT

WHAT THE WIFE WILL WEAR • Well-dressed College girls held mock wedding speeches at a ballroom event for the seniors.

LEFT

DAREDEVIL • Enrique Miles, University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, Ohio) junior, makes his way across the finish line with parachute jump.

RIGHT

FINAL BOW • Grinnell College (Iowa) freshmen take a final bow, for upperclassmen have abandoned all activities.
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SENIOR PROFESSOR • Charles B. Wilson, 73, is the oldest professor in years of service at the University of Iowa (Iowa City). He has taught there for 47 years.

MISS OF MISS • Frances Holmes has twice been selected as the most beautiful of the women students at the University of Mississippi (University).
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Another Long Story

To make a long story short, Venus Marie Koppin (right), University of Wisconsin-Madison law student, accepted a dare to invite Senator Huey P. Long, Louisiana's famed kingfish, to the lawyer's ball planned for her classmates. She sent the telegram shown at the left below, and received the answer from Huey reproduced at the right below. That's the story, and the prophet's words—proving, incidentally, that we don't take long shots.

First Snowfall — A view of Innocence-covered St. Lawrence University (Canton, N.Y.) Campus.

First Tomb — The Delta Kappa Epsilon "bush" was the first fraternity ball held at Yale University (New Haven, Conn.).

Queen — Thelma Smith selects the Washington University (St. Louis, Mo.) queen.

Western Union

ST. LOUIS, Dec. 15, 1936

ADAMS LEAP

UPPER PRIME

ST. LOUIS, Dec. 15, 1936

R. C. GILBERT

ENGLISH GRAMMAR

FOUR GRAMMAR

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKES!

Dance Head — Jane Steers chairman of the Prince-Albert-Copa Ball at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (Abbr.). It's the annual dance given by Michigan women.

It's Tea Time for the workers in the University of Delaware's annual dance, "The Last Christmas Eve."

YESTERDAY AND TODAY

If you were a student at Purdue University (Lafayette, Ind.) many, many years ago, you would have seen this form of these bicycle races, which were not taken during a classroom cut-down on the overland, you know.

Bellmaker co-ed today, however, have a lot of fun riding double on their modern cycles in this fundador. It may not be as economical, but they don't have to buy the saddles that their mothers wore.
“Another Long Story
To make a long story short, Verne Marie Kopplin (right), University of Wisconsin (Madison) law student, received a note to invite Senator Huey P. Long, Louisiana’s famed Kingfish, to the law school’s ball planned for her classmate. She sent the telegram shown at the left below, and received the answer from Huey reproduced at the right below. That’s the story, and the punch, too—proving, incidentally, that we don’t take long stories.”

FIRST SNOWFALL A view of the snow-covered University of Wisconsin campus at Madison.

FIRST TOMBS The Delta Kappa Epsilon “tomb” was the first fraternity house built at Yale University (New Haven, Conn.).

QUEEN Thomas Scott and the Washington University (St. Louis, Mo.) campus.

DANCE HEAD Jane Smith is chairman of the Panhelmetian Ball at the University of Wisconsin (Madison, Wis.). It is the annual dance given by Wisconsin women.

THE CONTEST The latest creative effort of ALTHOUS, the campus newspaper at the University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, Ala.), is shown above.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR A lesson from a high school teacher who wants the student to review the rules of the English language. It is reproduced on the right above. That’s the story, and the punch, too—proving, incidentally, that we don’t take long stories.”

PRINCE ALBERT THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

YESTERDAY AND TODAY

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

By K. J. L. MILLER ‘36
University of Michigan
(Fan Arbor, Mich.)

FIVE DOLLARS will be paid for correct solutions turned in at the office of the student who sends in the most solutions on the same date. If more than one student sends in the solution, the prize will be divided equally among the winners. The prize will be paid to students of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, who are members of the Michigan State College (Ann Arbor, Mich.) Rough Rider Club.

By Russell W. Negro
Mount Holyoke College

“Sure, you can’t make it, eh?” —The Church
THE LATEST WINTER FASHIONS are modelled by Waterloo College (Man.) students at a fashion show held on their campus.

HE TAKES TO THE AIR ... "A pod with the present parrot. Bob McElhatton is learning to fly in addition to his regular studies at Purdue University (LaPorte, Ind.). He's a Sigma Phi Epsilon.

IT'S CORDUROY, and with a lines pail and silk fringed dress won under a hundred set for a costume party - dreary enough for the week in the dance.

IT'S WEIGHTY PROBLEM - The theme was of Cyprine actions about modern warring in the modern and well equipped gymnasium of Manhattan College (New York City). If we remember correctly, the object of this particular experiment is to balance the pulls on the various strings.

THEIR E THE NUTS - If you leave the annual you will appreciate the new vort texture fashioned from all varieties of hits, for they add a touch of distinction to any deep, cool, or cool.

THE WEEK-END TED DANCE.

LADIES AND ... We almost said "confidence," but we caught ourselves just in time to tell you that there are no new patrons when the card hold their own dinner at Valparaiso University (Ind.).

"FLATTERING AND SMART" are the adjectives that best describe the kerchief neckline worn as a hat looks Charm the modern campus wear. It's Corduropy, and frogs. No campus wear. It's Corduropy, and frogs.
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